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Rapid advances in software technology have been a challenge for us in the
nuclear data network. New technologies offer different methods of processing and
disseminating nuclear data. We can now disseminate data employing applets, beans,
servlets, and a bewildering array of other obscure terms and acronyms. To keep pace with
the technologies has been a challenge for us and has forced us to make difficult choices
between maintaining backwards compatibility, efficiently implementing new services,
and migrating to newer technologies that quickly make our recent work outdated.

We have been exploring three new, related technologies that offer real promise
for modeling, processing, and disseminating nuclear data. Extensible Markup Language
(XML) provides a simple method of describing nuclear data. It is an extensible language
in that we can create a vocabulary that clearly describes our data. XML is an open
standard and it is self-describing. We provide in this report examples of XML-formatted
nuclear data that can be understood by any person trained in nuclear science. XML
formats are defined by document type definition (dtd) files which specify the structure of
the dataset. Software that parses the XML data are freely available and they use a dtd file
to determine if the data are well-formed. Within the nuclear data network, we can use the
technology as an advanced format checking method. Extensible Style Language or XSL
is a technology that supports XML data searching, filtering and processing. We show
examples of how the technology can be used to transform an XML-formatted ENSDF file
into a table similar in form to those found in the Nuclear Data Sheets. It is a powerful
technology for disseminating and transforming nuclear data. Scalable Vector Graphics
(SVG) is a last technology we present here. The technology has been used to convert
XML-formatted ENSDF files into interactive level schemes. An advantage of SVG is it
relies on a free browser plug-in which is widely available. We have concluded these
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XML technologies provide powerful opportunities for nuclear data evaluation and
dissemination.

Extensible Markup Language (XML)

XML is a markup language similar to HTML, but it is designed to support custom
vocabularies. XML data is textual and it is gaining acceptance in a wide variety of
applications such as databases, web servers, cell phones, personal digital assistants and
other devices. We represent data by enclosing it inside tags that describe the data. An
alpha particle might be represented by the character string <Particie>aipha</Particie>. The
first tag marks the start of the data and the end tag, formed by placing the slash character
before the tag name, marks the end of the data. A second XML format for this example is
<particie type=-aipha"/>. In the latter example type is an attribute of the tag particle.
Which format is employed depends on the nature of the data being described. More
advanced data structures are described by creating a hierarchy of XML data structures.
Building on our previous example, we could describe the (p,a) reaction for a 1.2 MeV
incident proton energy by listing the projectile, its energy, and the ejectile. Figure 1
provides a sample of the XML for this reaction.

Figure 1. XML description of the (p,oc) reaction
<reaction>

<projectile>

<nuclide a="l" z="l"/>

<energy>

<value>l.2</value>

<units category="energy" type="electron volt" prefix="Mega"/>

</energy>

</projectile>

<ejectile>

<parCicle type="alpha"/>

</ejecCile>

</reaction>

Note the clarity with which the data are described. XML is an open standard and it is self-
describing. We can use XML to exchange data with other users, other programs, and do
so in a platform-independent way. Figure 2 shows an example of how an Evaluated
Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF) dataset might look with an XML format. For the
purposes of brevity, we have stripped out most of the information from the file and we
have simplified some data representations. We have also provided a less-readable format
for the 109.440 keV level, stripping out most of the white space (tabs and spaces). The
point we are making here is the data does not depend on its exact position in the file, just
on its order.
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Figure 2. Truncated XML file for ENSDF
<?xml version=' 1.0' encodings'TJTF-8'?>

<!D0CTYPE dataset SYSTEM "File://localhost/disque/ensdf.dtd">

<dataset>

<nuclide a="108" z="47" />

<level>

<energy>

<value>0</value>

<units category="energy" type="electron volt" prefix="kilo"/>

</energy>

<halflife>

<value>2.37</value>

<units category="time" type="ir\inute"/>

</halflife>

<spin value = "l+"/>

</level>

<level>

<energy>

<value>79.13</value>

<units category="energy" type="electron volt" prefix="kilo"/>

</energy>

<halflife>

<value>l.2</value>

<units category="time" type="second" prefix="nano"/>

</halflife>

<spin value = "2-"/>

</level>

<level>

<energyxvalue>109.440</valuexunits category^"energy" type="electron volt"

prefix="kilo"/x/energyxhalf life><value>418</valuexunits category="time"

type="year"/x/halflifexspin value = "6+"/>

</level>

</dataset>

Data Parsing and Validation

Two software technologies are used for parsing XML data. Both are available to
Java programmers in the form of jar (object) files that can be attached to their software
applications. The files are available from www.xml.org. The first is known as a Simple
API for XML or SAX. It is an event-driven parser that throws events as the XML file is
loaded and as tags and attributes are identified. Programmers can implement the SAX
parser by adapting example code from reference books or from web pages that promote
XML. A limitation with the SAX parser is that it does not retain the hierarchical structure
of the XML data. The Document Object Model or DOM parser does retain the
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hierarchical structure of the XML data. This parser loads the entire XML file into
memory and it provides methods for searching and modifying the XML tree. Since the
DOM parser loads the entire XML file into memory it may not be appropriate for large,
complex files. We have found both parser technologies to be easily implemented and we
have adopted XML support for all our database applications.

A second technology provides a set of rules for the structure of the XML file. It
uses a document type definition or dtd file to specify what information must appear in the
file and in what order the information is to be found. The schematic for the data loading
process is shown in Figure 3. Both the XML and dtd files are passed to the parser which
loads the XML data and verifies the data has a format consistent with that described in
the dtd file. If the XML data is consistent then it is considered to be well-formed.
Otherwise, the parser throws an error. As part of the parsing process, the data are loaded
as data objects or arrays as required by the nuclear data application.

Figure 3. The XML Data Parsing Process
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A simple document type definition is shown in Figure 4. This dtd describes the
proper format for the simple reaction we have shown in Figure 1, one that is defined by a
projectile, an ejectile, and a q-value. The first two lines define a nuclide as a tag with a
nucleon number attribute and a proton number attribute. It appears in Figure 1 as <nuciide
a=«i" z=«iv>. The entity EMPTY states the nuclide tag cannot include character data. We
have defined the particle tag as having the attribute type, and we have specified the
attribute can take on the values of none, alpha, beta, and positron. We have also defined
none as the default value to account for the case where the particle tag appears without
the type attribute. Projectiles and ejectiles are each defined as having one of two possible
subordinate tags: nuclide or particle. Finally, a reaction is defined as possibly having a
projectile, possibly having an ejectile, and possibly having a q-value (whose definition
has been omitted). If the XML file is consistent with this format, then it is well-formed.
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Figure 4.
< ! ELEMENT

<!ATTLIST

<!ELEMENT

<!ATTLIST

<!ELEMENT

< ! ELEMENT

<!ELEMENT

Document Type
nuclide

nuclide

particle

particle

projectile

ejectile

reaction

Definition for a Simple Reaction
EMPTY>

a CDATA #REQUIRED

z CDATA #REQUIRED>

EMPTY>

type (none | alpha | beta | positron) "none">

(nuclide | particle)>

(nuclide | particle)>

(projectile?,ejectile?,qvalue?)>

Extensible Style Language (XSL)

A very effective technology has been developed to support XML processing. It is
known as Extensible Style Language or XSL. As with XML, Java and C++ software
packages are available to the programmer for adding XSL to custom applications. The
purpose of XSL is to create a method for analyzing and transforming XML files. XSL is
a sort of XML-based programming language that includes commands for searching,
testing, and string manipulation. Figure 5 shows an example of part of an XSL file for
creating an HTML file that displays data with a format similar to the Nuclear Data
Sheets. This code fragment displays a table of XRefs. Most of the code consists of HTML
tags and data that are output to the HTML file. XSL commands are found as tag names
that begin with "xsl". The xsl:for-each command tells the application to implement the
next four lines for every occurrence of the tag name XRefEntry (which is subordinate to
other tags). Basically, the command retrieves the contents of the attributes value and
parent from XRefEntry and outputs the information as a row in an HTML table, the value
in column one and the parent in column two. The HTML code fragment for this XRef
table is shown in Figure 6. Finally, we show in Figure 7 the appearance of the resulting
table in a browser.

Figure 5. XSL Code Fragment
<table border="l">

<FONT FACE="Helvetica,

<tr ALIGN= "CENTER" >

< tdxb>ID</b>< / td>

arial"

< tdxb>Parent< /b>< / td>

</tr>

</FONT>

<xsl:for-each select="

<tr>

<tdxxsl: value-of

<tdxxsl: value-of

</tr>

</xsl:for-each>

</table>

SIZE="1">

//XRefIndex/XRefEntry">

select=

select=

@value"/x/td>

©parent"/></td>
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Figure 6. HTML Code from an XML-Formatted ENSDF File.
<table border="1">

<FONT SIZE="1" FACE="Helvetica, arial">

<tr ALIGN="CENTER" xtdxb>ID</bx/ tdxtdxb>Parent</b></ tdx/ t r>

</F0NT>

<tr><td>A</td><td>108AG IT DECAY (418 Y)</tdx/tr>

<tr><td>B</td><td>107AG(N,G) E=TH: SECONDARY</td></tr>

<trxtd>C</tdxtd>107AG(N,G) E=THERMAL: PRIMARY</td></tr>

<trxtd>D</td><td>107AG(N,G) E=16.3 EV</tdx/Cr>

<trxtd>E</td><td>107AG(N,G) E=2,24 KEV: AV RES</tdx/tr>

<trxtd>F</tdxtd>107AG(D,P)</tdx/tr>

<trxtd>G</Cd><td>108PD(P,NG)</tdx/tr>

<trxtd>H</td><td>(HI,XNG)</td>

</tr>

</table>

Figure 7. XRef Viewed in a Table from Netscape Navigator
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Scalable Vector Graphics

Scalable Vector Graphics or SVG is a graphics language that is based on XML.
The SVG vocabulary defines basic drawing commands such as line, circle, and text.
Attributes for these tags define coordinates and other necessary information. For
example, to draw a blue line between the coordinates (1,3) and (5,4), we would use the
command <iine styie="fiii:biue» xi="i yi="3 x2="5" y2=• 4••/>. W e can combine drawing

commands, creating more complex graphical objects. Free SVG plug-ins are available for
browsers and this features makes SVG attractive for disseminating nuclear data. An
interactive SVG plug-in is available from Adobe at www.adobe.com. Users can zoom
and shift images. Objects can be defined as linkable, taking the user to another web page.
The technology supports object grouping, allowing, for example, gamma rays in a
cascade to be colored differently from other gamma rays, and allowing the entire cascade
to be shown or hidden from view. Objects can also be animate and they can be mouse-
over sensitive. Figure 8 shows a code fragment from an SVG file that produces an
interactive level scheme. A part of the resulting SVG level scheme, as seen in Netscape
Navigator with the Adobe SVG plug-in, is shown in Figure 9. We produced the level
scheme by loading the XML data through a SAX parser and writing out the SVG
commands to a text file. We could also have produced the SVG file using the XML-
formatted ENSDF along with an appropriate XSL file.

Figure 8. Code Fragment for an SVG Level Scheme
<?xml version = "1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>

<svg>

<rect style = "fill:white;stroke:black,"

<line style="fill:black"

<text style="fill:blue"

•dine style="fill:black"

<text style="fill:blue"

<line style="fill:black"

<text style="fill:blue"

•ccircle style="fill:blue"

<line style="fill:blue"

•dine style="fill:blue"

<line style="fill:blue"

<line style="fill:black"

<text style="fill:blue"

<circle style="fill:blue"

<line style="fill:blue"

<line style="fill:blue"

xl = "0"

x ="404"

xl = "0"

x ="404"

xl = "0"

x ="404"

ex = "392.0"

xl = "392.0"

xl = "390.0"

xl = "394.0"

xl = "0"

x ="404"

ex = "384.0"

xl = "384.0"

xl = "382.0"

width = "400"

yl = "400.0"

height = "400" />

x2 = "400"

y = "400.0">0.0 </text>

yl = "400.0" x2 = "400"

y = "400.0">0.0 </text>

yl = "327.645" x2 = "400"

y = "332">846.776 </text>

cy= "327.645"

yl = "327.645"

yl = "397.000"

yl = "397.000"

yl = "221.836"

r ="2"/>

x2 = "392.0"

x2 = "392.0"

x2 = "392.0"

x2 = "400"

y = "225">2085.077 </text>

cy= "221.836"

y l = "221.836"

yl = "324.64411

r ="2'7>

x2 = "384.0"

x2 = "384.0"

y2 = "400.0007>

y2 = "400.000"/>

y2 = "327.6457>

y2 = "400.000"/>

y2 = "400.000"/>

y2 = "400.0007>

y2="221.8367>

y2 = "327.6447>

y2 = "327.6447>
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Figure 9. Partial SVG Level Scheme Displayed in a Browser.
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XML Technologies and Data Evaluation

We have identified three general uses for XML technologies in nuclear data
evaluation. (1) Development of data entry and data exchange tools. We envision
interfaces where users can input nuclear data and transmit XML-formatted information to
a web server or an application. Evaluators can also manually create and edit XML-
formatted ENSDF data using word processors. The language is simple to make this a
practical option. (2) Format checking is probably the most powerful feature of the XML
series of technologies. We can create dtd files that fully-describe ENSDF and other data
formats. Once an evaluator creates or modifies a data file, it can be passed through an
XML parser to verify the file contains a well-formed data set. During our initial studies of
creating XML-formatted ENSDF files, we have found the errors thrown by the SAX
parser to be particularly effective in identifying formatting and content errors. We
acknowledge that additional physics checking will still be needed if this technology is
used for data evaluation. (3) Data transformation is another valuable feature of XML. We
could, for example, load an XML-formatted ENSDF file, extract the gamma-ray data,
determine level energies from this data, and output the data to a data file. Alternately, we
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can use the XSL technologies to extract key numbers from the ENSDF file and determine
if they do in fact represent valid NSR references.

XML and Nuclear Data Services

The XML technologies have important applications in nuclear data dissemination.
Many commercial applications, especially database software, provide support for
importing and exporting XML. We believe this may in fact provide a good method of
migrating our data to a modem database system. Once the XML formats have been
established, the technology could then be used to exchange data between databases and
custom nuclear data processing and display software. We believe the XML technology is
applicable in this way to all of the databases used within the nuclear data community. The
XSL technology provides considerable value to us as part of nuclear data web servers and
as a mechanism to process the datasets. We have found that the learning curve for XSL is
not too large, and believe it may be a practical method of creating new data displays that
are presented from the NNDC and other nuclear data servers. Finally, the SVG
technology appears to be a reasonable way to serve graphs, level schemes and other
graphical representations over the web.


